RISK ASSESSMENT: Spectator Access and Egress to Popular Side, Derwent / Town ends of ground
CLUB: WORKINGTON AFC
LEAGUE: NPL NW
COVID-19 OFFICER: P. Norman
What are
the
hazards

Who might be
harmed

Controls required

Additional Controls

Action by
who?

Action
by
when?

Spread of
Covid-19

Spectators (arriving
at the
ground)/Stewards/
Volunteers/Club
Officials

Public Notification of Covid 19 Protection
Measures: Reds Covid Code

‘Reds Covid Code’ to be displayed in hard
copy all around the Stadium Premises
During event PA Announcer to broadcast
regular reminders about following the
Reds Covid Code

LB

5th Sept

Cleaning
 Ensure handrail to steps from road
at south west corner is thoroughly
sanitized before each game;
 Repeat sanitization of handrail,
periodically during spectator
access.
Social distancing measures
 Clearly marked walkways
indicating direction of travel &
social distancing adherence when
queuing at turnstiles.
 Designated queuing lines for each
operational turnstile.
 Restrict access along road on west
side of ground to main entrance
and turnstiles 1 and 2 (which will
not be operational).
Hand washing and hand sanitizer
 Hand sanitizer points before entry

5th Sept

Stewards/Volunters to use disinfecting
wipes/ sprays & dispose of in marked bin.
Stewards/Volunters to use disinfecting
wipes/ sprays & dispose of in marked bin.

Clear signage and Steward/volunteer
presence to direct spectators to turnstiles
in use and assist spectators to access
ground safely.

KA/LB

5th Sept

Barrier manned by steward/volunteer
Signage

5th Sept

Clear signage and prompt from
steward/volunteer for every spectator to
use hand sanitizer prior to entering the

5th Sept
KA

Date
complete




Spread of
Covid-19

Spectators (using
turnstiles) /
Turnstile
operatives.

to each turnstile.
Hand sanitizer to be provided to
each turnstile operative.
Hand sanitizer points to be
provided before entry to each
terrace or stand

Cleaning
 Ensure the operational turnstiles
to be used on a matchday are
thoroughly cleaned / sanitized
after/ before each game;
 Ensure all turnstile surfaces where
contact may occur during use are
periodically sanitised by wiping
down.
 Ensure handrail to steps after
entry through Turnstile 3 is
thoroughly sanitized before each
game.
 Repeat sanitization of handrail,
periodically during spectator
access.
Social distancing measures:
 Only Turnstiles 3 and 5 will be
operational to maintain social
distancing during spectator access.
 Perspex screens in place between
spectator and turnstile operative.
 Contactless payments or pre-

turnstile.
Clear signage and prompt from
steward/volunteer for every spectator to
use hand sanitizer prior to each terrace or
stand

PN

Use disinfecting wipes/ spray & dispose of
in marked bin.

LB

Use disinfecting wipes/ spray & dispose of
in marked bin.

LB

Use disinfecting wipes/ spray & dispose of
in marked bin.

LB

Use disinfecting wipes/ spray & dispose of
in marked bin.

LB

5th Sept

5th Sept

5th Sept

5th Sept

5th Sept

KA/LB
LB

5th Sept




payment by spectators preferred.
Cash payments only accepted
through Turnstile 5.
All turnstile operatives to wear
gloves and to remain in booth as
spectators access the ground, with
door closed.

5th Sept

Turnstile operatives to be fully briefed on
handling cash payments safely.

5th Sept
5th Sept
5th Sept

Spread of
Covid-19

Spectators (viewing
game from terraces
and stands)

Hand washing and hand sanitizer


Hand sanitizer points to be
provided before entry to each
terrace or stand

Cleaning
 Ensure the all barriers, handrails,
grab rails, handles and seats to be
used on a match day are
thoroughly cleaned before and
during each game.
Social distancing measures
 Clearly marked walkways
indicating direction of travel &
social distancing adherence when
moving in and around the
stadium.
 Only use of designated seats with
Popular Side to maintain social

Clear signage and prompt from
steward/volunteer for every spectator to
use hand sanitizer prior to each terrace or
stand

Use disinfecting wipes, dispose of in
marked bin.

No cross over points
PA announcements periodically before
and during the game advising on social
distancing.
Seats NOT to be occupied to be taped and
secured in upright position and have
appropriate labelling

KA

5th Sept

5th Sept

5th Sept

distancing following SGSA SG02.

Spread of
Covid-19

Spectators (existing
the ground)

Social distancing measures
 Clearly marked walkways
indicating direction of travel &
social distancing adherence when
existing the stadium after the
game.
Hand washing and hand sanitizer
 Hand sanitizer points available at
each exit.

PA announcements prior to end of game
and stewards / volunteers to assist safe
exit.

Check and top up hand santizers as
required.

KA/LB

5th Sept

KA

5th Sept

